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What’s an Area Plan? 

An Area Plan is a cross licence / cross hub collaborative framework to maximise economic 
recovery of oil and gas, whilst supporting the drive to net zero carbon by 2050, in a 
geographical area of the UKCS, based on the analysis of evidence. 

 
The OGA works closely with operators, licence holders and other interested parties to develop 
Area Plans across the oil and gas life cycle. These integrate exploration, development, 
production, and decommissioning to ensure operations maximise economic recovery with the 
optimum use of infrastructure to extend asset life. 

 
Area Plans, like industry, are evolving, with scopes of work now incorporating energy 
integration and net zero considerations, all in support of industry meeting the UK 
Government’s target of net zero by 2050. 

 
Area Plans represent a shared view amongst industry participants of the optimal way to 
achieve MER UK, whilst supporting the drive to net zero carbon by 2050, in a specific set of 
circumstances. 

 
For the majority of Area Plans, the OGA will normally expect industry to lead on developing 
and delivering the plans. If there is insufficient progress from industry during the work phase of 
developing an Area Plan, the OGA may intervene to take the lead from industry – 
i.e. complete the analysis and share findings with relevant Industry parties and consider 
whether to produce an OGA Plan based on the Area Plan. An OGA Plan sets out the OGA’s 
view of how any of the obligations of the Strategy may be met. 

 
 

Why an Area Plan on the MNSH? 

The Southern North Sea (‘SNS’) portion of the Mid-North Sea High (‘MNSH’) area has been 
identified for an exploration-focused area plan because of the significant hydrocarbon volume 
potential and recent exploration success in close proximity to infrastructure, with new modern 
seismic data now becoming available. 

 
The OGA should intervene beyond routine stewardship due to advancing licence deadlines, 
licensee funding challenges, increasing energy-transition related requirements, and the need 
to build and maintain momentum on activity. 

 
This is an area with what in many ways can be considered frontier-style exploration potential 
and maturity in a late-life region faced with concurrent uses for the seabed from renewable 
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energy production, accentuating the need for a faster pace than may occur in true frontier 
areas. 

 
Where? 

 

 

 
Goals of the Area Plan 

 
▪ PROMOTION – define the value proposition, maintain critical mass and momentum, 

facilitate funding opportunities 
▪ COLLABORATION – encourage and facilitate collaboration 
▪ PACE – advancing licence timelines 
▪ INFRASTRUCTURE – align exploration with infrastructure priorities 
▪ PLAN FOR SUCCESS – understand the range of success scenarios and look at 

potential exploration strategies and development options using a scenario approach 
▪ ENERGY TRANSITION – GHG emissions reduction opportunities including at the 

exploration stage, and other issues and opportunities (e.g. electrification, CCS, H2 

production and storage, etc). 
▪ INTEGRATION – co-location themes (e.g. with windfarms and CCS), future integration 

of any relevant findings from the Bacton Energy Hub Area Plan and from relevant gas 
production hub strategies. 

 
 
 


